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Examining women's place in the science fie1d implies accepting the difference in gender.

This difference has nevertheless been questioned since the 90s by feminism. My proposition is to

consider science and new technologies as a way of questioning the pertinence of gender

rlillerence,

Introduction

The negation of genders which appeared at the end of 20th century is part ôf an

anthropological context described by D. Le Breton it Anthropologie du corps et modernité-

Refuling determinism and inheritance, the body as it is nowadays in the western worid is a

chosen body, modified according to the will of the subject who incamates it'

The "natural body" is no longer the model of the "glorious bodÿ', but is now the one

which is put under constraint by "nature" and "cultine". The biological body is no longer

sufhcient. Indeed, if we consider that humanity is defined by its technological institutions,

nature/culture and natural/artificial dichotomies are not valid any more. A new design of the body .

will be now able to be imagined and legitimated. So, the biological body, boLrnd to mutate to

suvive in the biosphere is replaced time to time by a hybrid body, augmented and assisted by

scienôe progress, mutating with the plessure ofthe technosphere so as to become "superhuman".

The equipped invalid figure is now the model of the super equipped valid figure. This new body

is now free of genders, validity, age, etc., classifications.

The posthuman movement regards itself as a way of reaching freedom for the individual,

who will be master of his own life and body, free to be his own cause, able to be freed from the

norms imposed by society and freed from the physiological inhedtance that the biological species

imposes indeed.



However, imagination sometimes takes the modification beyond the inherent specificities

of human biology. By getting out of the human species membership, there is an "EVOLUTION

BY THE INDIVIDUAL AND FOR THE INDIVIDUAL." (Stelarc, www stelarc.va.com.au ) If
the Darwinian evolution was necessary and ris§, the artificial evolution is contingent and

voluntary. It is a matter of individual choices and it tefuses any natural or cultural determinism.

Essential organic functions for the suwival of species, being replaceable and / or which can be

improved, are so perceived as inadequate and alienating. The biological heritage, the

"DNA destiny", is questioned by cyborg hybridization (Cybemetic / Organic).

However, if technology required for cyborg hybridization is not subjected to gender, it

doesn't escape the male / female dichotomy.

Gender in IT environment

The historian of ideas Mark Dery, in Escape Velociÿ : cyberculture at the end of the

century, notes some misogyny in the IT environment. He analyses the technical vocabulary of the

IT environment, and sees that metaphor process is essentially centered on the sexualiÿ in gender

vocabulary. "I come and she connects me. I mean, you know, she shows me all her applications.

So I calculate the access delay to her small front processor" explains a computer freak about a

software called Julie (233).

In the article "robopsychologi e" from Omni magazine, we can lind this testimony of a

computer specialist about his first love, a Radio shack console: "She spent most ofher life near

me or in my bed, and when I travelled I couldn't help contacting her by radio" (44). So, he

explains that's the reason why he doesn't want to meet any \À/oman. But when machines are

feminized, women are devalued.

Stephen Levy, ir Hackers, tells the history of the fiÏïies and the sixties, when some

passionate students werc at the origin of computer revolution. He describes the "psychology" of

thq Hacker, who needs a stable and controllable environment: hackers don't get out, do not wash,



eat very quickly and hardly sleep. The human behaviour, particularly women's, seems stmnge to

them, incomprehensible, uncontrollable, unable to be encoded.

He speaks about the way MIT's computer specialists consider women:

"We already knew that 'women - these teribly inefficient and costliest things -
fragmented files and tôôk too much memory. Women, today, are still considered as

massively unpredictable, (according to â computer specialist of PDP-6). How could a

computer specialist tolerate such an imperfect a creature? " (Lery, 83)

By making this sexist caricature of women as inational creatures dominated by their

bodies theirs, these computer specialists call women "Kludges", which means "a mismatched

combination of spare parts that are not fitting together and form a pathetic whole" @ery, 233).

The male / female dichotomy serves as a model for the opposition human/machine. The

female gender is used to describe the biological corporeality, how indecent this one is together

wirh the evils relaled to it (unpredictabiliry. lack of performance. slorarness, suffering.

inationality...). It is associated with flesh, emotions, passions, while the male gender syrnbolizes

thinking, rational intelligence and control. Mark Dery describes a "rampant hate of the flesh,

weak and "feminine", scomfu11y meat" (233). The biological feminized body is seen as wafin,

moist, soft, doomed to die and it is in contrast with the male and dreamt body of the machine:

hard, smooth, and eff,rcient.

It's possible to note, in the IT environment vocabulary, a series ofstories that reminds the

aSiêndancy of the masculine over the feminine in terms of sexual domination. "I'm stuck in this

piece of bad material called flesh! I want to surf on cables, and rape other people's machines!"

(Dery, 260) exclaims Modembody, a BBS's user.

Donrra Haraway, in her famous Cyborg Manifesro, rightly reminds us of the di{ficulty

women have to access to technology and notes tlle consequences for women ofsuch exclusion.

She is aware of the precariousness of women within the technosphere and notes that the

feminist response which consists in resisting new technologies, may be certainly a dead end for

women. She proposes to relinquish the idea of feminine identity as being essential and

peimanent, because it can just drive to fiacture within humaniÿ, and increase the domination of

one gender over the other.



To her, identity is only perceived, in our societies, when it is subject of discrimination. In

other words, feminist consciousness is built on the conscience of being oppressed. However, this

position cannot authenticate alone all criteria which constitute the so-called feminine. Moreover,

if the construction of feminism is based on this consciousness ol oppression, this one builds

feminine conscience up in its tum, and locks women in the vicious circle ofone possible position:

that of a victim.

Taking the example of "coloured women", whose identity is multiplied in two criteria of

discrimination, she argues that femininity is not a fixed and suffrcient identiÿ.

"It has become difficult to narre one's feminism by a single adjective * or even to

insist in every circumstance upon the noun. Consciousness of exclusion through naming is

acute. Identities seem contradictory, partial, and strategic. With the hard-won recognition of

their social and historical constitution, gender, race, and class cannot provide the basis for

belief in 'essential' unity. There is nothing about beeing 'female' that naturally binds women. .

There is not even such a state as 'being' female, itself a highly complex câtegory constructed

in contested sexual scientific discourses ald other social practices. Gender, race, or class

consciousness is an achievement forced on us by the terrible historica experience of the

contradictory social realities ofpatriarchy, colonialism, and capitalism." (Haraway, 156)

She believes that the essentialist feminism of the 70s was detrimental to women and, if it

fights discrimination, it nevertheless maintains gender boundaries. Being a \{oman does not

imply being part of a consistent group that would remain strong in time.

i Dorma Haraway argues that "cyborg is our onlology", because humaniÿ isn't defined by

an imate relationsbip to the world, but by a grid of social constructions and technological

institutions which have taken over from human evolution since a long time.

If Claudia Springer, a feminist critic of cyberculture, sees in the myth of the cyborg

"nostalgia for an era, where male superiority was obvious, where a man unsure of himself had to

turn to technology to find an image of phallic power" (95-96), Don:ra Haraway sees in it the

promise ofthe end of dualities, a promise of opeûress to the ambiguities and differences. Cyborg

isn't the result of an original and lost fusion, it doesn't look for unitary identity, and doesn't

create an eternal conflicting dualism. The reproduction of cyborg is done though replication, and



not tkough a biological process, which would promote gender distinction, or at least, a

preliminary sexual distinction.

She expresses her disagreement with the essentialist feminism that opposes the

technological world by ladicatly placing the female/femininity in the side of the organic and

body/nature hamony. W'omen would then voluntarily exclude themselves from the technological

world and of its promises fbr the future. They would be left ard reduced to social and economic

precariousness and without power of decision. More than gender discrimination, the social fight

not to become, for women, a dominated social class motivates the need to break with the female

identity.

Women must take charge and leam how to handle these new techniques, their language,

and participate in the construction of a technological world in order to direct it towards the end of

dualities, a matter of urgency that novelist JG Ballard summed up well when he says that techno-

science ptoliferates and dictates their language, forced a choice between adopting this language,

or remain silent. As a figure ftom technosphere, the cyborg - who is potentially rebellious against

hierarchy and freed from old values and biology - becomes the model to follow. It's also '1,ital"

for women to enter the technosphere. If technology is what allows to build a sphere in which

humans can qualify themselves as humans, excluding woriien would deprive them of their say

and fi-rthermore of their humanity, as the normative principle presented by Judith Butler. She

exposed the links between normality and humanity.

"The terms that allor our recognition as humans are socialiy organized and

' . updated. Sometimes the words themselves, which give the name of human to some

individual, are the same which deprive otheÉ of humanity, introducing a differentiâl

between the human and the "less-human". [...] Some people are seen as less than humal, and

this weakened form ofrecognition does not help to have a sustainable life. As some people

are not recognized as human, they are encouraged by this non-recognition to live a new yet

unbearable ÿpe oflife." (Butler, http: //rvrvr.v.tmiv-lille3.fr/set/cadrebutler.html )

Referring to the concept of humanity supposes a normative action which allows a power

to include or exclude.

, The escape fiom norms is motivated by the will to have a'bearable' life and also questions

what we call "humaniÿ". The term "post-human", which describes the tendency of this "cyber"



feminism "freed from norms", partly answers this question by refusing to comply with the

biological and social standards defining'humanity' within which women are "less human".

So, Donna Haraway claims multiple, complex and beyond gender identity. Being a

woman gives no indication of identity despite the strong link created by a common history.

International Artist Orlan

The multidisciplinary artist Orlan has alwayS worked on the cholce ofher identity, to take

control ofher life and to give birth to herself. Her artistic career is thereon extremely cohereut.

Although the work of Orlan begins in the context and grid of the 70's Body Ar1, it is a

radically different approach, built on the opposite conception of the body. Their work consisted

in confrontating a body that bleeds, suffers, and so produces secretlons, taken in shaping social

habitus. The body-artists were interested in exploring the physiological, psychological and social

body, physicai pain and danger as a way of experiencing limits and they wanted to lift taboos of

nature which affect the body. As the body-subject produced something, it was seen as art. The

bodies of body-artists were perceived as being anà not as having, unlike the body artists of the

80s like Orlan and Stelarc who claim, however, the right to modify the body and be master of

their body destiny, both in its aesthetic or functional way. They are both opposed to regarding the

body as sacred as well as to the pain desired by the artists as a body-cleansing process.

This new aesthetic becomes the scene of action of the artist Orlan, featuring the story of

his bwn body. if the goal is to think oneself "out of standards", that is to say beyond all extemal

references, Orlan has worked as a first step, to liberate herself from femininity. As a plastic artist,

the issue of image-woman is at the centre of this deconstruction. By diverting the perception of

the "ideal" woman, Orlan demonstrates it is absurd and ridiculous and denounces its violence.

By destroying the sacred aura surrounding the female body, Orlan wishes to break with

femininity without having anÿhing to hide. Orlans works are intended to divert the dictates of

feminine beauty and offer to give women the opportunity to leplesent themselves in their

anatomical realiÿ. It is therefore a transglession of the woman-woman image by refusing to

accede to the normalized representation, especially since the biological woman is not any more

considered as an ideal of beauÿ. Naomi woll h The Beauty Myth, suggests ihat the ideal has



"never be taken in the body of women." (91) The unconfessed dream of the ideal of beauÿ

allowed by technology is the pure and simple abandonment of the female body. "Woman is not

the reference any more. The ideal finally becomes totally inhuman." (Wolf, 9l) Questioning the

obligation to comply with an ideal of beauty becomes then most urgent because of the precarious

position of women in the field of identiÿ.

This fragrnentation of cultural and biological references gives way to an imperative to

"make oneself'. Regaining oneself is done through a particular attention to the body. For Orlan,

deconstruction does not.stop at the threshold ofnature.

"The skin is disappointing [...] there is misdeal in ail human relationships: I have the

skin of an angel but I am a jackal, crocodile skin, but I am â puppy, a black skin but I am

white, the skin of a woman but.I am a man. My skin is not what I am. There is no exception

to the rule because I am never what I have." (Lemoine Luccioni. Eugénie. La robe, in

Orlan Conférence)

This excerpt from The Robe of the psychoanalyst .Eugenie Lemoine-Luccioni,

highlightlng each performance practiced by Orlan, has motivated a real reconfiguration of her

face.

The first performance was given on May 30ù 1990 (symbolic date of his birthday) in

Newcastle, England. Using the surgical unit as her workshop Orlan proposes a reconfiguration of

identity in accordance with personal desire but avoids pain and conformism. On this stage, the

doc-tor will become a key character, a key figure of this personal and effective narrative. In order .

to shape the matter-body to perfom her art, she has to use the expertise and knowledge of the

practitioner and its specialized equipment. The surgeon is the great architect ofthis ne1ÿ body, the

one who gives shape to the post-evolutioriary body. Thus, it is he who allows herselfto happen,

to be updated. Medicine is not explored here for its aesthetic potential, but as an essential tool of

self-realization.

Orlan rrses surgery to reduce the gap between identity for oneself and identity for others.

It ttren becomes possible '1o tum the intemal image into the extemal image." (Otlan Conférence)

During operations-performances, surgery on Orlan's face, is shown to the public: open

boày, blood, scalpel incision ... Under local anaesthesia, she refuses the pain of childbirth

(delivery ofherself) and proposes to end, citing Artaud, with "the ruling of God." But she knows



that the image is sharp and that it "hurts the viewer" (she says she is also suffering when she

watches the rushes. To her, the violence ofthese images only echoes the violence against women

in order to impose the canons of beauty defined by the social norm. She thus claims the diversion

of plastic surgery prostheses which tries to conform the body to an ideal of beauty and has

prostheses designed to enhance cheekbones implanted on both sides of her forehead. She works

with a plastic surgeon who is a feminist. Orlan explains that she is the only one who agrees not to

maintain her "cute", unlike the first surgeons who operated her.

Orlan transgtesses the body-image and Judeo-Christian taboos (taken over, she says, by

psychoanalysis), which consists in accepting oneself for what one is. She regains her own body

by daring change it, she dares to open it without suffering and claims the free and voluntary

nature of her actions without any medical necessiÿ to justiÔ/ it.

In this process of asserting her personal liberÿ and self-construction of herself, which

brings to light what Orlan calls the "intemal image;', identity carmot be fixed, immutable,

essential and r.rnique. "Unlike transsexual desire, I do not want a defined and final identity, I am

in favour of nomadic, multiple, moving, mutant identities ..." (Orlan Conférence)

Orlan wants the relalionship between the surgeon and her face, thought about as artwork,

not to be like the relations of power struggle between those who represent women through the

prism of their fantasy, and those whose image is represented. In the surgery unilworkshop, the

doctor is prepared, the costume is designed by ieading designers. The doctor is in turn

represented by the one on whom she will surgically operate. By building an accurate staging of

the doctor in the surgery unit, Orlan is rethinking the relationship between, on the one hand,

artists and models and between, on the second hand, artists and their works. Here, everyone is'

subject and object for the other one, representing and represented. With Orlan, through the

doctor's hand, the functions arlist / model / work become equally mixed on the same face.

Surgery is a real ceremony of self-fultilment.

With Or1an, the doctor is a fully fledged character. The refusal of some doctors is

explicitly named by Orlan in a conference that she describes as a work of art. Through this, she

emphasizes the cooperation of other sugeons as a real political and ethical philosophy. The

medical act is a conscious act that occurs as the result ofa political thought. she bestows on the

surgeon her role as an artist, who will achieve a work of art by and with her face. The doctor acts



as a midv/ife who allows the story of herself-by herself to take place. The doctor allows the

individual to give birth to himself thanks to a series ofbody modifications.

Conclusion

The essentialist feminist claims do not satisry the 1990s feminists who do not wish to

assert femininity, but fiee themselves of it. Robotics and surgery, those areas which are still

steeped in patriarchal culture, aïe heavily invested and become what is at stake in self-realization,

beyond the resttaints imposed by gender.

In the work of Orlan, the aim is to win one's self back and one's body on the mode of

having, in the câse of Donna Haraway, it is to invest an industry tkough the mastery of

technological skills. However, both believe that women's taking over will heip them achieve an

,,intimate revolution" (Ju1ia Kristeva), reach individual freedom and be fteed from exclusion, as

well as avoid the normative criteria in order to fully achieve human status (Judith Butler), or

rather post-human
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